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Gamma-ray bursts: the mostGamma-ray bursts: the most
violent explosions in the universe!violent explosions in the universe!



Milestone 1: 1969-1973Milestone 1: 1969-1973
(discovery)(discovery)



Milestone 2: 1991-1996Milestone 2: 1991-1996
(CRGO era)(CRGO era)



Milestone 3: 1997-2004Milestone 3: 1997-2004
((BeppoSAX-HETE BeppoSAX-HETE era)era)

Discovery of afterglows of long GRBs, identify massive star origin of long GRBs



Long Long GRBsGRBs: : CollapsarsCollapsars



Prime institution: NASA/GSFC
Leading university partner: PSU

Country involved: USA, Italy, UK

The            GRB Explorer Mission:        .

A Multiwavelength Observatory for Rapid-Response
Observations of Transient Targets

Milestone 4: 2005Milestone 4: 2005
(Swift era)(Swift era)

Launched on Nov. 20, 2004

Discovery of afterglows of short GRBs, identify compact star origin of short GRBs



Short GRB: 050509BShort GRB: 050509B
((Gehrels Gehrels et al. 2005; Bloom et al. 2005)et al. 2005; Bloom et al. 2005)

 

Z=0.225



Short GRB: 050709Short GRB: 050709
(Fox et al. 2005; Covino et al. 2005)(Fox et al. 2005; Covino et al. 2005)

Z=0.16



Short GRB: 050724Short GRB: 050724
((Barthelmy Barthelmy et al. 2005; Berger et al. 2005)et al. 2005; Berger et al. 2005)

 

Z=0.258



Origin or short Origin or short GRBsGRBs::
Compact star mergers?Compact star mergers?



A generic GRB fireballA generic GRB fireball

central      photosphere       internal                            external shocks
engine                                   (shocks)                          (reverse)      (forward)

gamma-ray

UV/opt/IR/radio



GRBs GRBs as UHE neutrino sourcesas UHE neutrino sources
I. Physical processesI. Physical processes

 ppγγ process: process:
ppγ→γ→∆∆++→→nnππ++→→nene++ννeeννµµννµµ

threshold condition:threshold condition:
EEpp  EEγγ = 0.2  = 0.2 ΓΓ22  (GeV(GeV22))

 pppp process: process:
pppp→π→π±±/K/K±±……→µν→µνµµ  ……→→eeννeeννµµννµµ  ……

 pnpn  process:process:
pnpn→π→π±±/K/K±±……→µν→µνµµ  ……→→eeννeeννµµννµµ  ……



GRBs GRBs as UHE neutrino sourcesas UHE neutrino sources
II. Generic sitesII. Generic sites

Site 1: at the end of 
the acceleration phase
(in some cases)
pn process (GeV)
Bahcall & Meszaros 00

Site 2: in internal shocks
pγ process (0.1-1 PeV)
Waxman & Bahcall 97
Guetta et al. 04
Gupta & Zhang 06

Site 3: in external shocks
(both forward and reverse)
pγ process (0.1-1 EeV)
Waxman & Bahcall 00, Dai & Lu 01

(~ 1 PeV) Fan, Zhang & Wei 05



Another site for long Another site for long GRBsGRBs

Site 4. Internal shocks inside the star
(this component is also valid for failed GRBs)
pγ process; pp process (TeV) 

Meszaros & Waxman 01
Razzaque et al. 03,04
Dermer & Atoyan 03

The so-called “supranova” scenario, which might provide a stronger neutrino signal, is now disfavored by the data!



Predicted neutrino flux level:Predicted neutrino flux level:
I. Individual burstsI. Individual bursts
(e.g. GRB 030329)(e.g. GRB 030329)

Razzaque, Meszaros & Waxman 03



Predicted neutrino flux level:Predicted neutrino flux level:
II. Diffuse backgroundII. Diffuse background

Razzaque, Meszaros & Waxman 03, 04



New ingredients from the Swift dataNew ingredients from the Swift data

 Short Short GRBsGRBs
 They are nearby, with lower event rate and less energeticThey are nearby, with lower event rate and less energetic
 The neutrino emission contribution to the diffuse background isThe neutrino emission contribution to the diffuse background is

unimportantunimportant
 They may have some gamma-ray signatures (e.g. They may have some gamma-ray signatures (e.g. Razzaque Razzaque &&

Meszaros Meszaros (06a,b)(06a,b)

 X-ray flares following ~1/2 long & short X-ray flares following ~1/2 long & short GRBs GRBs may havemay have
important contribution to the GRB diffuse neutrinoimportant contribution to the GRB diffuse neutrino
backgroundbackground

 Low-luminosity Low-luminosity GRBs GRBs (GRB 060218/SN 2006aj like)(GRB 060218/SN 2006aj like)
have a much higher event rate, have a much higher event rate, may have importantmay have important
contribution to the GRB diffuse neutrino backgroundcontribution to the GRB diffuse neutrino background



X-ray FlaresX-ray Flares050219A
050406
050421
050502B
050607
050712
050713A
050714B
050716
050724?
050726
050730
050820A
050822
050904
050908

GRB 050406 GRB 050421 GRB 050502B

GRB 050712GRB 050607
GRB 050713A

GRB 050714B

GRB 050716
GRB 050726

GRB 050730



Giant X-ray Flare: GRB050502bGiant X-ray Flare: GRB050502b

500x increase!

GRB Fluence:
8E-7 ergs/cm2

Flare Fluence:
9E-7 ergs/cm2

Burrows et al. 2005, Science; Falcone et al. 2006, ApJ



Flares in short GRB 050724Flares in short GRB 050724
((Barthelmy Barthelmy et al. 2005)et al. 2005)

 



Flares in the Flares in the z=6z=6.29 GRB 050904.29 GRB 050904
((Cusumano Cusumano et al. 2005)et al. 2005)



Late central engine activityLate central engine activity
- late internal shocks- late internal shocks

(Burrows et al 2005; Zhang et al. 2006; Fan & (Burrows et al 2005; Zhang et al. 2006; Fan & Wei Wei 2005; Wu et al. 2006)2005; Wu et al. 2006)

 Can naturally interpret rapid rise and rapid fall of theCan naturally interpret rapid rise and rapid fall of the
lightcurveslightcurves..

 A much smaller energy budget is needed.A much smaller energy budget is needed.

central      photosphere       internal                            external shocks
engine                                   (shocks)                          (reverse)      (forward)



Diffuse neutrino backgroundDiffuse neutrino background
from X-ray / UV flaresfrom X-ray / UV flares

Murase & Nagataki 06



GRB 060218/SN 2006ajGRB 060218/SN 2006aj
and low-luminosityand low-luminosity

(LL) (LL) GRBsGRBs



GRB 060218GRB 060218
((Campana Campana et al. 2006, Nature)et al. 2006, Nature)

 Nearby Nearby z=0z=0.0335 (2nd nearest after.0335 (2nd nearest after
GRB 980425/SN 1998bw,GRB 980425/SN 1998bw,
z=0z=0.0085).0085)

 SN association (SN 2006aj)SN association (SN 2006aj)
 Low luminosity (~10Low luminosity (~104747  ergs/sergs/s), low), low

energy (10energy (104949 ergs) ergs)
 Long duration (~900 s in gamma-Long duration (~900 s in gamma-

rays, ~2600 s in X-rays)rays, ~2600 s in X-rays)
 A thermal component identified inA thermal component identified in

early X-rays and late UV-opticalearly X-rays and late UV-optical
bandband



GRB 060218: prompt emissionGRB 060218: prompt emission
(Dai, Zhang & (Dai, Zhang & Liang Liang 2006)2006)

Internal shock

Thermal X-ray
Shock breakout

reverse shock
prompt 
gamma-rays

forward shock
prompt non-
thermal X-rays

External shock
late X-rays



GRB 060218: prompt emissionGRB 060218: prompt emission
(Dai, Zhang & (Dai, Zhang & Liang Liang 2006)2006)

Model fits: 
These GRBs have
low luminosity, long
temporal variability,
and low Lorentz
factors (slow jets)



GRB 060218: a distinct newGRB 060218: a distinct new
low-luminosity populationlow-luminosity population

((LiangLiang, Zhang & Dai 2006), Zhang & Dai 2006)

 In order to let Swift detect oneIn order to let Swift detect one
event in a year, there must be aevent in a year, there must be a
second low-luminosity componentsecond low-luminosity component
with high event rate at luminositieswith high event rate at luminosities
below 10below 104949 ergs ergs

 Compared with the high-luminosityCompared with the high-luminosity
population, this component has apopulation, this component has a
local rate higher by a factor oflocal rate higher by a factor of
~300~300

 Diverse populations of GRB/SNDiverse populations of GRB/SN
associationsassociations

 New progenitor system?New progenitor system?



GRB 060218: a distinct newGRB 060218: a distinct new
low-luminosity populationlow-luminosity population

((LiangLiang, Zhang & Dai 2006), Zhang & Dai 2006)



Diffuse neutrino background:Diffuse neutrino background:
LL-GRBs vsLL-GRBs vs. . HL-GRBsHL-GRBs

(Gupta & Zhang 2006)(Gupta & Zhang 2006)



One big caveat:One big caveat:
Are Are GRBs GRBs baryonicbaryonic

or magnetic?or magnetic?



GRB composition is unknownGRB composition is unknown

 If If GRBs GRBs are mainly baryonic, hydro-shocks existare mainly baryonic, hydro-shocks exist
and the above-mentioned neutrino signals shouldand the above-mentioned neutrino signals should
be expectedbe expected

 However, if However, if GRBs GRBs are mainly magnetic - i.e.are mainly magnetic - i.e.
Poynting Poynting flux dominated, then the expectedflux dominated, then the expected
neutrino signals should be even lower.neutrino signals should be even lower.

 One difficult task is to diagnose the GRBOne difficult task is to diagnose the GRB
magnetization. Some clues are accumulatingmagnetization. Some clues are accumulating



Clue 1: Early optical afterglowClue 1: Early optical afterglow

 About 70% of About 70% of GRBs GRBs were not seen by UVOT atwere not seen by UVOT at
very early times.very early times.

 Bright early optical flashes were expected fromBright early optical flashes were expected from
reverse shock emission.reverse shock emission.

 UVOT data suggest that reverse shock isUVOT data suggest that reverse shock is
suppressed.suppressed.

 One possible reason is that at least some GRBOne possible reason is that at least some GRB
flows are flows are Poynting Poynting flux dominated.flux dominated.



A generic GRB fireballA generic GRB fireball

central      photosphere       internal                            external shocks
engine                                   (shocks)                          (reverse)      (forward)

gamma-ray

UV/opt/IR/radio



Early optical afterglow Early optical afterglow lightcurveslightcurves
(Zhang, Kobayashi & (Zhang, Kobayashi & Meszaros Meszaros 2003)2003)



GRB 990123GRB 990123
((Akerlof Akerlof et al. 1999)et al. 1999)

RB = Br / Bf ~ 15

Zhang, Kobayashi &
Meszaros, 2003

Fan et al. 2002



UVOT Dark BurstsUVOT Dark Bursts

Lack of reverse shock
Highly magnetized
flow?

Roming et al., 2005



Clue 2: X-ray flaresClue 2: X-ray flares

 X-ray flares are found  toX-ray flares are found  to
follow some short follow some short GRBsGRBs..

 The accretion rate is too low toThe accretion rate is too low to
allow neutrino-antineutrinoallow neutrino-antineutrino
annihilation mechanism toannihilation mechanism to
power the observed luminositypower the observed luminosity

 The flares are therefore likelyThe flares are therefore likely
powered by magnetic fieldspowered by magnetic fields
(Fan, Zhang & (Fan, Zhang & Proga Proga 05)05)

 



ImplicationsImplications

 Optimistically, Optimistically, IceCube IceCube willwill
soon detect UHE neutrinosoon detect UHE neutrino
signals from individual burstssignals from individual bursts
and the GRB diffuse neutrinoand the GRB diffuse neutrino
background.background.

 Pessimistically, the real UHEPessimistically, the real UHE
neutrino flux level is muchneutrino flux level is much
lowerlower

 If no detections, tightIf no detections, tight
constraints would suggest theconstraints would suggest the
magnetic origin of magnetic origin of GRBsGRBs



Soft Gamma-ray Repeaters (Soft Gamma-ray Repeaters (SGRsSGRs))
Dec. 27, 04 giant flare from Dec. 27, 04 giant flare from SGR 1806-20SGR 1806-20

Hurley et al. 05; Palmer et al. 05



SGRs SGRs are are MagnetarsMagnetars: neutron stars: neutron stars
with 10with 101515 G magnetic fields G magnetic fields

Do magnetars emit neutrinos?



UHE Neutrinos from UHE Neutrinos from magnetarsmagnetars

 During the Dec.27 flare, During the Dec.27 flare, TeV TeV neutrinos are expected (ifneutrinos are expected (if
the giant flare is produced by internal shocks). Dependingthe giant flare is produced by internal shocks). Depending
on parameters, the on parameters, the TeV TeV neutrino signal may be detectableneutrino signal may be detectable
by AMANDA  by AMANDA  ((IokaIoka, , RazzaqueRazzaque, Kobayashi & , Kobayashi & Meszaros Meszaros 2005)2005)

 In the early afterglow phase (peaked in radio band), 0.1In the early afterglow phase (peaked in radio band), 0.1
PeV PeV neutrinos are produced. But they are non-detectableneutrinos are produced. But they are non-detectable
(Fan, Zhang & (Fan, Zhang & Wei Wei 2005)2005)

 In the quiescent state, In the quiescent state, magnetars magnetars above a above a ““neutrino deathneutrino death
valleyvalley”” could be steady  could be steady TeV TeV neutrino emitters. If theneutrino emitters. If the
neutrino beam sweeps the Earth, one sees a neutrinoneutrino beam sweeps the Earth, one sees a neutrino
pulsar pulsar (Zhang, Dai, (Zhang, Dai, MeszarosMeszaros, Waxman & Harding 2003), Waxman & Harding 2003)



Magnetar Magnetar neutrino death valleyneutrino death valley

Zhang et al. 03



ConclusionsConclusions

 GRBs GRBs and and SGRs SGRs are among the best candidates for UHEare among the best candidates for UHE
neutrino detectionsneutrino detections

 GRBs GRBs emit UHE neutrinos from emit UHE neutrinos from GeV GeV to to EeV EeV ((SGRs SGRs maymay
emit emit TeV TeV neutrinos)neutrinos)

 The best target is to detect The best target is to detect ~PeV ~PeV UHE neutrino backgroundUHE neutrino background
from GRB internal shocks; X-ray flares and low-luminosityfrom GRB internal shocks; X-ray flares and low-luminosity
GRBs GRBs may add an important contributionmay add an important contribution

 A big caveat is whether A big caveat is whether GRBs GRBs are baryonic or magnetic,are baryonic or magnetic,
positive/negative detections could shed light onto this verypositive/negative detections could shed light onto this very
important issueimportant issue

 A guaranteed neutrino emission component is from theA guaranteed neutrino emission component is from the
external shock. A wind-medium would facilitate the neutrinoexternal shock. A wind-medium would facilitate the neutrino
emissionemission


